Our recipes

The recipes that we offer in our restaurant are the usual for decades and still maintain intact the
taste of Tuscan cuisine made with simple ingredients. We decided to give you a little taste of
our preparations. The doses are a bit 'heavy but it will not be hard to find food lovers that
appreciate these delicacies.

Ribollita San Gimignano style

Ribollita is a simple dish but very nutritious and healthy. There are several versions given by
the fact that farmers in the past used what their garden could guarantee them.
Ribollit
a
is
nothing more than a soup of stewed vegetables with the bread (Tuscan clearly!). As described
the poor
Ribollita
could blame bad but instead remains one of the "must" of Tuscan cuisine and we can define a
real "comfort food". Here, too, there is a secret to reveal: to make a good ribollita serves the
black cabbage!

Cannellini beans

Olive oil
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Red onions

Celery

Carrots

Zucchini

Savoy Cabbage

Black Cabbage

Chard

Basil

Tuscan bread

Salt and pepper

The night before put the beans to soak in cold water and 1 teaspoon of baking soda. The day
after dripping and boil for about an hour (should be soft but not stick together). Remove the
beans from the water but don’t discard the cooking water. Blend half of the beans.
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Wash well the other vegetables. Chop celery and onion, cut into slices carrots and zucchini and
cut into strips leafy vegetables. Saute in a large pot onions and celery. Then, add all the other
vegetables, chopped basil, beans in cream and whole beans. Cook with all the cooking water
from the beans for about 1 hour. When almost cooked, add the bread and let simmer for 5-10
minutes, to become a kind of jelly. Serve Ribollita with a dash of extra virgin Tuscan oil.
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